Comments on the completeness of order complements and on the Prüfer numbers LABROS DOKAS(1) AND JOHN STABAKIS (1) 1. Introduction
The present note is concerned with two order-complements introduced by the authors in [1] and [5] . The aim of this reference is to give a notion of "completeness" of order-complements and, as an application, to make comments on a complement of the set No of the non-negative integers, ordered by divisibility.
The main theorems will include the following results : given the order structure (E, ~, symbolize by E* and the f * and the KRASNER complement respectively. Then a) (~*)* -E*.
(1) University of Patras, Departement of Mathematics, 26110, Patras, Greece. b) In the complement E* every cut of a chain is not a gap.
c) The Proof. -Let (A*, B*) and (A, B) be the f*-gap of E* and its trace on E, respectively. Suppose the classes A and B have not end points, otherwise these points are the end points of A* and B* as well. The statements (1), (2) , (3) and (5) 
